Guide for Certified SEI EQ Assessors

by Joshua Freedman & the SEI Team
Updated Nov 4, 2015

This guide is intended for Certified SEI EQ Assessors as they prepare to
debrief a SEI Leadership or Development Report. It provides a definition of
each scale and some ideas of what low and high scores may signify as well as
important background info about the tool, the debrief process, and
expectations of SEI EQ Assessors. Remember these are hypothesis (not
certainties) that can help you formulate questions to discuss with your client.

CONFIDENTIAL: This document is intended for SEI Certified Assessors –
please do not share with others.
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Background on SEI
There are several well-validated measures of emotional intelligence, but most aim to
“diagnose” levels of ability or competence. SEI is unusual in its focus on putting
emotional intelligence into action.
First published in May 2005, the SEI is now in its fourth edition of continuous research
and improvement. Over 75,000 individuals have used the SEI in 15+ languages and
over 50 countries. Clients using the tool include FedEx, HSBC, BMW, Intel, Komatsu,
and Qatar Airways.
The toolset includes Reports and Profiles; this guide focuses on the adult LR & DR.
SEI (or SEI-AV) – self-assessment for ages 18+
•

SR - Strengths Report: Intro to top 3 competencies

•

DR - Development Report: In-depth EQ & action steps for all audiences

•

LR - Leadership Report: In-depth EQ & outcomes for organizational leaders

•

LDG - Leader’s Development Guide: Action steps, “Part 2” after LR

•

GR - Group Report: Distribution of EQ strengths in a cohort

•

CGR - Comparison Group Report: Analysis of a group over time or 2 groups

•

CR – Custom Reports including summary profile, group vs specific norm (e.g., by industry or
role globally or in one nation or region)

The “Profile” series does not require special certification:
•

BBP – Brain Brief Profile: 1-page overview of Brain Style, intro to EQ

•

BTP – Brain Talent Profile: 1-page synopsis of key talents for high performance

•

BDP – Brain Discovery Profile: 1-page of highest & lowest scoring talents

•

GDP – Group Dashboard: “At a glance” view of a cohort’s EQ->Talents->Performance

SEI360 – multi-rater assessment
360GR – cohort summary of evaluations from each rater group

SEI-YV – Youth Version
•

SEI-YV - Self-assessment for youth ages 7-18

•

pYV – Perspective Youth Version, an adult’s assessment of a child (any age)

•

GR-YV – Distribution of EQ strengths in a youth cohort

•

Dashboard-YV – “At a glance” view of a youth cohort’s EQ->Talents->Performance

•

BBP-YV, BTP-YV – as above, for youth
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1. Six Seconds EQ Model
This model of EQ-in-Action begins with three important pursuits: to become
more aware (noticing what you do), more intentional (doing what you mean),
and more purposeful (doing it for a reason).

Know Yourself
Clearly seeing what you feel and do.
Emotions are data, and these
competencies allow you to accurately
collect that information.

Choose Yourself
Doing what you mean to do.
Instead of reacting “on autopilot,”
these competencies allow you to
proactively respond.

Give Yourself
Doing it for a reason.
These competencies help you put
your vision and mission into action so you lead on purpose and with full
integrity.

Know Yourself gives you the “what” – when you Know Yourself, you know your
strengths and challenges, you know what you are doing, what you want, and
what to change.
Choose Yourself provides the “how” – when you Choose Yourself, you know
how to take action, how to influence yourself and others, how to
“operationalize” these concepts.
Give Yourself delivers the “why” – when you Give Yourself you are clear and
full of energy so you stay focused and know why to respond a certain way, why
to move in a new direction, and why others should come on board.

Within each of these three pursuits are specific, measurable, learnable
competencies. The competencies are shown on the next page.
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The Six Seconds EQ Model:
Pursuit

Competency

Definition

Know Yourself

Enhance Emotional
Literacy

Accurately identifying and interpreting both
simple and compound feelings

Recognize Patterns

Acknowledging frequently recurring reactions
and behavior

Apply Consequential
Thinking

Evaluating the costs and benefits of your choices

Navigate Emotions

Assessing, harnessing, and transforming
emotions as a strategic resource

Engage Intrinsic
Motivation

Gaining energy from personal values and
commitments vs. being driven by external forces

Exercise Optimism

Taking a proactive perspective of hope and

Choose Yourself

possibility
Give Yourself

Increase Empathy

Recognizing and appropriately responding to
others’ emotions

Pursue Noble Goals

Connecting your daily choices with your
overarching sense of purpose

(Blue=reflect. Red=pause. Green=go!)
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2. Setting up a Project
Typically a project will be a collection of people. For example, you might have
a project that’s one class – or you might make a project for “marketing” and
another for “1:1 coaching.”

A. Log in
Six Seconds’ TOOLS INTRANET: http://quest.6seconds.it

In

case

you

forget…

B. Get help

In

case

you

forget…
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C. Click the SEI tab…

then… Add Project

D. Fill in the Project Settings

•

“One item per page” shows one question at a time.

•

“Multi pages” shows about 24 questions then click to next page.

•

“Single page” shows all questions in a long scroll.
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This is to delay sending, e.g. to
day of workshop

This is to limit maximum uses
inside this project

Done? Save.
… after system confirms “OK” click
Back to List
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E: Get the Link
There are two options:
Public Link is one URL for the whole project; each project has a unique
code. Everyone in the project uses the same code to access. The benefit
is ease (esp. if you don’t know who is in the group, e.g, HR manager is
sending invites).
Private Link is a unique URL code for each person; each individual has
unique code. The benefits are clear group management (e.g., you can
automatically email those who did not complete), and you have control
over who is taking because the codes are good only for one person.
When you first create a project, it starts with Public Link:

This icon means “Public link” – click it and a window opens:

OPTIONAL: To change to Private Link, click this.
See Tutorial from home page for instructions.

To use the Public link, copy/paste your project URL to an email to your clients:
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3. Interpreting the SEI
When interpreting, look at the profile in 3 stages:
1. Know, Choose Give. What is the balance of the 3 areas?
2. Know (EEL/RP). Choose (ACT/NE/EIM/EO). Give (IE/PNG).
3. Strands: Emotion, Decisions, Drive.

1. KCG – What, How, Why
Begin by looking only at the Know, Choose, Give and consider how this is
affecting the person in terms of “What, How, and Why.”
Area

Lower

Higher

K

Efficient (autopilot?)

Aware (dwelling?)

Tactical (blind?)

Es are real (emotional?)

Steady (stuck?)

Do-er (driver?)

Waiting (passive?)

Makes change (and waves?)

Concrete (short term?)

Visionary (dreamer?)

Practical (lost?)

Focused (driven?)

C

G

2. K | C | G: Alignment & Gaps
Within Know Yourself, is one higher?
EEL: More awareness of emotions. RP: More awareness of behavior.
See competencies on page 12.
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Within Choose Yourself, is one higher?
ACT: More careful.
NE: More fluid.
EIM: More energetic.
EO: More focused on possibilities.
Are any much lower?
See competencies on pages 13-14.

Within Give Yourself, is one higher?
IE: More concern for others. PNG: More concern for purpose.
See competencies on page 15.

3. Strands
The “Emotional” strand is: Enhance Emotional Literacy (EEL), Navigate Emotions
(NE), and Increase Empathy (IE).

These competencies are specifically tied to

noticing and using emotion.
The “Decisions” strand is: Recognize Patterns (RP), Apply Consequential
Thinking (ACT), and Exercise Optimism (EO). These are linked to the process of
evaluation.
The “Drive” strand includes: Exercise Optimism (EO), Engage Intrinsic Motivation
(EIM), and Pursue Noble Goals (PNG). These relate to energy.
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Carl is out of balance on the

Again, out of balance on the “decisions”

“emotion”

strand; he is likely to be impulsive and to

strand;

he

has

the

awareness but has trouble using it.

under-evaluate risks (low ACT).

Carl’s Drive is fairly high; more focused on
“now” (EIM/EO) than on the long-term (PNG)

For more considerations about the interactions between various scales, see the
“Scale Combinations” examples on page 16.
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Scales
Following is a definition of each competency, some description, plus a table
showing what might happen when someone is extremely low or extremely high
in that area.
Know => EEL: Enhancing Emotional Literacy is learning to accurately
identify and appropriately express feelings.
Feelings are a complex aspect of every person. This skill helps us sort out all of those feelings,
name them, and begin to understand their causes and effects. Emotional Literacy is the basic
building block of EQ.

It requires both cognitively understanding feelings and, more

challengingly, recognizing them on a non-analytic level.

! Concrete

Extremes

Emotional "

Feelings are overwhelming and irrational. May

Strong emotional vocabulary creates sense

treat feelings as irrelevant or weak.

of

Might

prefer analytic view.

insight

and

emotional ideas.

mastery.

Can

express

Others may find this

person “emotional,” esp if Navigate is low.

Know => RP: Recognizing Patterns is consciously identifying our own
habitual reactions.
The human brain follows patterns, or neural pathways. Sets of ideas and feelings form that
become our filters for how we interpret the world. Left unconscious, these patterns can inhibit
optimal performance. This skill lets us be more conscious of these cycles of reaction.

! Unconscious

Extremes

Analytical "

Unaware of own reactions. Viewed as not self-

Insightful into own behavior.

aware, gets stuck in same situations, maybe

with high Apply Consequential Thinking can

becomes a victim.

create real self-mastery.
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Choose => ACT: Applying Consequential Thinking is assessing the short
and long term costs and benefits of our choices (emotionally as well as
tactically).
This skill lets us examine the consequences of our choices and the cause and effect
relationships of our choices. It is key to managing our impulses and acting intentionally (rather
than reacting). Like strategic thinking with an emotional awareness, ACT lets people assess
and plan for the emotional impact of their choices.

! Reactive

Extremes

Cautious "

Does not account for impact of choices, may

Thoughtful and careful, looks both at short

not recognize s/he is making choices, may be

and long term.

impulsive for good or ill.

feelings

and

Weighs decisions with

thinking

together.

Could

become unspontaneous or even calculating,
esp if empathy is low.

Choose => NE: Navigating Emotions is managing feelings to access the
wisdom and energy they offer.
People are often told to control their emotions, to suppress feelings like anger or fear – and
sometimes even feelings like joy and passion. Having been taught that emotions interfere with
reason, they try to cut feelings off from the decision-making process. But feelings provide
insight, energy, and are the real basis for almost every decision. This skill lets us tap the energy
and information in feelings to find the wisdom that lives within. We use the word “navigate”
because it implies “finding our way through” vs “controlling.”

! Volatile

Extremes

Placid "

Either cut off from feelings – suppresses,

Feels feelings but does not get stuck; uses

minimizes, fixes, ignores them (maybe seen

them for insight and energy.

as cold).

with

overindulges

Or, at other end wallows or
in

them

(maybe

seen

as

empathy

can

If combined

provide

resonant

leadership. Needs EEL to be masterful.

passionate).
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Choose => EIM: Engaging Intrinsic Motivation is gaining energy from
personal values and commitments versus being driven by others.
If we require external reinforcement to be motivated, we are always at the mercy of others.
This skill lets us discover and engage the lasting inner motivation that lets us make change and
grow. Closely linked to optimism.

! Passive

Extremes

Driven "

Either not highly motivated, or motivated by

Self-assured,

outside forces: reward (money, praise, status,

motivation for what matters.

power)

strong ally and leader.

or

threat

punishment).

(fear,

loss

of

status,

self-reliant.

Can

find

Can be a

May be impatient

Easily swayed by others, can

with things that don’t matter deeply. When

become a victim (giving up power) or dictator

linked to other EQ strengths becomes a

(trying to take too much power).

driving force for positive change.

Choose => EO: Exercising Optimism is taking a perspective of choice and
opportunity.
Optimism allows us to see beyond the present and take ownership of the future. This skill
blends thinking and feeling to shift our beliefs and attitudes to a more proactive stance.
Everyone sometimes uses optimistic and pessimistic styles of feeling+thinking, some tend to
use one more often. Optimists create options and opportunities and believe their choices make
a difference. It is closely tied with IM. Martin Seligman says optimists live longer, have better
physical and mental health, stay married longer, and are more likely to be promoted (except for
attorneys).

! Victim

Extremes

Overconfident "

Blames others, finds fault, makes things worse

Takes

responsibility,

finds

multiple

(“awfulizes”), uses victim thinking (“they did it

solutions, perseveres, gains energy to fix

to me”), and sees her/himself as powerless.

what’s wrong.
May have trouble with limits/boundaries,
esp if ACT is low (ie, can be too hopeful).
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Give => IE: Increasing Empathy
responding to others emotions.

is

recognizing

and

appropriately

Empathy is fundamentally an emotional response (where “sympathy” is more intellectual). It
requires perception and the vulnerability to feel and show that feeling. Empathy is key to
understanding others, forming enduring and trusting relationships, and ensuring we consider
and care for other people.

! Distant

Extremes

Intellectualizes, minimizes, fixes, or ignores
feelings. Isolates self. If EL is low, may want
to empathize but just not aware of feelings;
likewise if NE is low may have trouble
switching from analysis to feelings.

Entangled "

Sensitive, able to connect on emotional level
to build trust, understands others.
With high EL and NE can also use own
emotions to influence others (ie, resonant
leadership).
High empathy does not mean “low
boundaries,” but if any of EEL, ACT, NE, EO
are low, may be overwhelmed by feelings.

Give => PNG: Pursuing Noble Goals is connecting your daily choices with
your deep sense of purpose.
Noble goals activate all of the other elements of EQ. Through our missions and our callings,
the commitment to emotional intelligence gains relevance and power.

Just as our personal

priorities shape our daily choices, our noble goals shape our long-term choices. They give us a
sense of direction, a ‘north star’ to calibrate our compass, and they help us align our thinking,
feeling, and acting to maintain integrity. This clear sense of purpose creates the courage and
conviction to handle difficult feelings and put them in service.

! Aimless

Extremes

Living for short-term, not clear about what
matters to her/him, easily swayed by others
and by short-term feelings (such as avoiding
discomfort).

Impelled "

Strong personal power, sways others (esp if
strong in IE).
Capable of making great
decisions and of transforming feelings on a
deep level.
May be frustrated if low in ACT or EIM
because it’s hard to advance toward this
noble goal.
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Scale Combinations
The “art” in interpreting a SEI profile is to look not just at the individual scales,
but also at the balance within sections and the combinations. Look for areas of
imbalance and balance.
Here are a few scale combinations to consider:
With this combo…

It may be this person …

Low RP, Low ACT

struggles with impulsivity

High EEL, Low IE (maybe has an analytic approach to emotions
Low CT)
High EIM, Low PNG

is motivated in the short term

Low NE, High IE

gets overwhelmed by others’ feelings

High NE, High IE, High can be a “resonant leader”
PNG
High EEL - ACT, Low IE

takes an analytic approach to people

High EO, Low ACT

under-evaluates risks

Low EO, High ACT

over-evaluates risks

High ACT, Low EEL/IE

over analyzes

Low IE, High PNG

“runs over people” in pursuit of purpose

High RP, Low ACT/EIM

knows their problem but doesn’t change

Low EIM, Low EO

is passive/learned helplessness

High EIM, High EO

is a “self-starter” or “problem-solver”
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4. Debrief Process
This six-step process for SEI EQ Assessors will help clients understand their
feedback and move into action.

The process can be used in-person or by

telephone, and client can receive and read the report prior to this conversation
or this can be their first walk-through.
The debrief is structured based on the Six Seconds Change MAP:
E: Engage (create buy-in)
A: Activate (create new insight)
R: Reflect (create meaning)

As shown to the right, in each phase
(E/A/R) there is also an emotional
transition, or an emotional goal to
work toward.

A typical debrief:
Engage
1. Contract (set the context for the debrief)
2. Define Goals (what is “success?”)
Activate
3. Learn & Apply (explore results & implications)
4. Test New Methods (experiment with new ways of responding)
Reflect
5. Review (clarify what was learned)
6. Look Forward (encourage action)
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Note: This process is intended as a guide – not a straightjacket! The debrief
should be a natural conversation that flows with the client’s needs and the
Assessor’s insight. The first few times you debrief, you may need this guide and
careful preparation to review the scales and meanings. It’s helpful to have the
chart of scale definitions and the client’s report in front of you. Over time you
will become more comfortable with the language and structure and it will flow
more easily.

Engage
1. Contract
Clarify your agreement with the test-taker (called “client” in this document).
Many of these questions could have already been answered when you
scheduled the appointment and need only a quick recap.
•

What is the purpose of this discussion? Is it personal development?
Advancement? Hiring?

•

Who will hear about the test results? Only the client and Assessor? Are
there other clients (such as HR Manager) who want to know results?

•

What is the scope of our conversation How long are you talking today?
Do you have another check-in scheduled? What’s the time commitment?

•

What is the SEI
o

measures 8 aspects of emotional intelligence

o

these are all areas you can develop or improve

o

it is a self-report tool, so results depend on how you understood
and answered questions... In a different period of your life you
might answer differently

o

results are part of the story, it’s an opportunity for conversation
about important aspects of leadership and life – a snapshot of this
moment in time.
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2. Define Goals
Ask the client what s/he would like to work on, for example:
•

Tell me a little about your work? What’s going well, what do you want to
be going better?

•

If you were to take a big step toward optimal emotional intelligence,
what’s one thing that would be better in your work or life?

If you’re using the Leadership Report, turn to page 6 and discuss the
Outcomes. Ask: Is there one of these outcomes you’d like to either improve, or
strengthen?

Invite the client to articulate her/his goal more clearly, for example:
•

Specifically, what would you like to be happening in this area (that s/he’s
identified) in six months?

•

How would it help you to make that kind of change?

Activate
3. Learn & Apply
Review the results of the assessment
•

Overview of report Mention the introduction, summary table, then
explanation of each area.

•

Ask client for first questions Ask if any of these scores jump out as
something they want to discuss?

Often they will focus on the lowest

scores first.
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•

For each scale that you discuss, give a 1-line definition, then ask if
client’s perception matches the scores Maintain a focus on curiosity
and discovery: “Does this match your view of yourself?” “Why might that
be?”

•

For each scale discussed, ask client to consider the impact of this
competence, “How might this affect your leadership/life?”

Six Seconds believes that people make the most change when they engage and
utilize their strengths effectively.

While people often focus first on the

weaknesses, encourage them to reflect on strengths and how to use these to
address areas for development.
•

Ask client which of these 8 areas are her/his strengths?

•

If SEI scores don’t agree, discuss “I wonder why the SEI results don’t
reflect that — why do you think that might be?” -- possibly the test is
wrong, possibly the client did not answer questions accurately, possibly
client is mistaken.

•

Encourage client to consider how to use that strength even more “What
are some ways you use this strength?” “What is one area where you could
be using it more?” “What would it look like and feel like to use it to its
fullest?”

4. Test New Methods
This step is often inter-mingled with the previous step.
Help the client identify areas for action:
•

Based on what we’ve discussed, is there an area of EQ you want to work
on?

•

Do you have ideas of what, specifically, you could do?
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•

Would you like some suggestions?

•

How would if feel to try this out? (or) How would if feel to think about the
situation in this new way?

One goal of the SEI is to help people improve their lives.

Awareness is not

enough – change comes from action! But simple actions can be very powerful.
Just one small change can unlock a lot of growth.
•

Focus on specifics Is there one area you’d like to develop?

•

Identify next step(s) How might someone go about achieving that?

•

Clarify vision How will you know you’ve succeeded?

•

Check commitment Use the expectancy theory:
o

How important is the goal? (if not high enough, either change to a
more important goal, or clarify importance of this: imagine the
future, get inspiration from others, find models)

o

How clear is the path that will lead to achieving the goal? (if not
clear enough, break into small steps, get expert advice, look for
others who have done it, compare to other successes)

o

How much do you believe you can follow that path? (If not
believable enough, get help, simplify, make it more concrete,
identify obstacles and (mis)-assumptions).

•

Offer support: Would you like me to follow-up with you about this?

•

Ensure client is not only focused on low areas; if so, encourage
her/him to also make a commitment about more fully utilizing a
strength. Encourage them to keep asking themselves questions to tap
into their strengths: “What would a highly __(strength) and ___ (strength)
person do?”
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Reflect
5. Review.
Help the client review what s/he is taking away from this discussion:
•

Could you please recap the key points we’ve discussed?

•

What are some of the key words you want to hold onto from this
conversation?

6. Look Forward
Invite the client to imagine moving forward:
•

What are your next steps?

•

What do you think will happen as you start to practice some of the ideas
we’ve discussed?

•

What are some pros and cons of taking these actions?

•

How are you feeling now about moving forward?

If applicable, review your followup / next steps (e.g., when you will meet again).
Appreciate the client and their willingness to discuss this with you.
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5. Additional Debrief Strategies
The Six Seconds’ EQ Model provides the basic structure for coaching,
mentoring, and debriefing.

The model can be approached from any of the

three “pursuits” first (it is a circle); typically discussions begin with “Know
Yourself.” You can apply the model in many ways. Three strategies are:
1. Alignment: Use the 3 pursuits as a guideline to discuss how the
client’s thoughts/feelings/actions (Know) are translating into action
(Choose), and if that meets their purpose (Give).
2. 123, KCG: Have the client consider an issue or question with the key
questions of Know, Choose, and Give Yourself.
3. Incident: Walk a client through a recent incident or decision. Use a
key question from each competency to help them see their
emotionally intelligent perspective of this incident.
The Six Seconds methodology is to use the model and competencies as a
process for helping people set and achieve important goals.
To use the Six Seconds’ Model in
coaching, consider how the three
pursuits (Know, Choose, Give) map
into this model

➠

When people are acting in a way
that follows their intention, they
get the desired effect. When that is
also aligned with purpose, they get
a significant effect.
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The three pursuits each provide important tools for change:
•

Know Yourself gives you the “what” – when you Know Yourself, you know
your strengths and challenges, you know what you are doing, what you
want, and what to change.

•

Choose Yourself provides the “how” – how to take action, how to
influence yourself and others, how to “operationalize” these concepts.

•

Give Yourself delivers the “why” – why you are motivated, why you should
take this action, why you should be compassionate.

What, How, Why Change
Pursuit

Unskilled

Know = they
What

don't

Skilled
know

what's they know what's going on, they

going on so they don't know know
what to change

what

they

want can

change, they know what they
feel.

Choose

they have trouble making they know how to make change,

= How

change happen.

Give
Why

they can operationalize it.

= they are uncertain about the they know why they want to
real purpose.

make the change.

Strategy 1: Alignment
Dialoguing around alignment, you are helping clients see what they do, the
effects they have, and assess if those effects match their mission and vision.
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Basic Questions:
K: What happened? How did you feel?
C: What effect did you have? (What effect did you want to have?)
G: How does that align with your vision & values?

When a client is talking, listen and question around the three “arrows” in
the graphic above. Action, Intention, and Purpose.
Action: What did you do?
Intention: What effect did that have?
Purpose: Did that align with your purpose?

Note that if the client has less skill in one area, it will be harder for
her/him to understand and manage that area.

Strategy 2: 123, KCG
The process of the EQ Model is captured in 3 questions called “123, KCG.”
Asking these questions can help a client think+feel through a situation to arrive
at an emotionally intelligent decision.

Basic Questions
K: What are you feeling? (encourage client to identify several)
C: What options do you have? (encourage client to identify 3 or more)
G: What is the empathic and principled choice?
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Strategy 3: Incident
When a client is working through an incident (something that happened), the
eight competencies provide a process for examining it in more detail.

This

process can also be used to illustrate the model. You may not move all the way
through the model step-by-step, but this general sequence of questions will
help the client evaluate.

Basic Questions:
Have the client briefly describe the incident.
Know Yourself:
•

EL: What did you feel?

•

RP: What did you do with those feelings / how did you react? Is
that a pattern? What is your typical pattern when you have that
feeling / situation?

Choose Yourself:
•

CT: What are the costs and benefits of that pattern? (What’s likely
to happen next?)

•

NE: What is the wisdom or value in the feeling – how is it trying to
help you? How could you express that feeling in a productive way?
What other feelings would be valuable?

•

OP: What can you change?

•

IM: What can you own / take responsibility for, and what is not
your problem? What part of this is something to which you are
committed (vs being influenced or pressured from outside)?

Give Yourself:
•

IE: How do others feel? How can I respond to meet their emotional
needs?

•

NG: What matters most? What am I doing to make this happen?
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6. Best Practices
Six Seconds Learning Philosophy
The philosophy provides six key principles about how to engage your clients:
Wisdom Lives Within:

Your job is to ask questions, reflect, and help the client

discover his own answers (versus telling him what to do). In Action: be curious and
encourage curiosity, ask powerful questions, listen, rephrase what you hear, ask the
client to synthesize/summarize.
No Way is THE Way: There is not a “silver bullet” or magic formula for you as an
Assessor – nor for your clients. Authenticity provides more value than a script. In
Action: focus on each client, encouraging her to form her own style (observe others as
examples and models but don’t try to copy); stay flexible.
The Process is the Content: The way you interact with your client is more important
that the “factual” messages you deliver. She will walk away valuing your input based
on the experience she had with you. The same is true for your clients when they deal
with others in their lives. In Action: be real – while your focus is the client, be willing to
disclose your own stories and struggles and express what you are really feeling; be
deeply, compassionately respectful – and courageous.
1, 2, 3, PASTA!: Our purpose is to help people make positive change – not just to raise
awareness, but also to take action based on their increased insight. In Action:
frequently ask the client what he is going to do, how his is going to implement his
insight.
Fish Don’t Talk About Water:

We take a great deal for granted and make a huge

number of assumptions (it’s an assumption that you and your clients do to!) To get
people

to

enter

“the

land

of

the

unknown”

they

need

both

safety

and

discomfort/dissonance. In Action: make others good (“they are doing the best they can
given their skills and experience – and I could do no better”), ask tough questions,
make succinct observations about what you are hearing, let your caring show.
Emotions Drive People: Create the right emotional conditions for change. In Action:
notice and navigate your feelings to facilitate. Notice and name your client’s feeling.
Ask her/him to create the feelings that will be useful for moving forward.
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Debrief Expectations
Keep these practices in mind as you debrief the SEI.

Set the Context (<5 min)
A. Safety: Feelings of safety and trust are paramount. Welcome the client
to the conversation, say something to express your appreciation and
support.
B. Privacy: Ensure client understands the privacy of this conversation, say
something like “what we talk about in this conversation is only between
us.” (Or, if there are different parameters for this project, ensure the
client is aware of these.)
C. Purpose: Ask the client what s/he wants out of this process.
D. Scope: Identify the length of time you will be talking, and if this is part of
a series, the overall scope.
E. Snapshot: Remind the client this SEI provides a snapshot based on the
way he answered the SEI items. The SEI provides data for discussion and
part of the truth.

Guidelines
A. Link to Life: Ask client to tell you how the EQ competencies are playing
out in her life. What are their challenges and successes? How is EQ a
part of that?
B. Two Ears, One Mouth: The client should talk about 2/3 of the time, your
primary job is to ask good questions and listen.
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C. Good Questions: Blend thought and feeling, create reflection, move the
client toward new insight and depth. Often a client’s questions can be
turned back to him. Stay curious and engage his curiosity as well.
D. Ask First: Before giving advice or telling your example/story, ask if s/he
wants to hear it.
E. Strengths Too: While many clients put most of their attention on their
lowest-scoring areas, be sure to focus on strengths. How is she using her
strengths? How can she apply those even more effectively (perhaps to
help with challenges she faces, or to use the strength in more balanced
way)?

Closure
A. Recap: Ask the client to recap the conversation (perhaps write down what
he says and give to him).
B. 1-2-3 Pasta!:

Ask client to identify 2-3 specific actions steps.

What

strategy will she try? Get a timeline (e.g, 2x per week for 2 weeks)
C. No Dangles: Set a mechanism to answer any un-answered questions.
D. Back to Purpose:

Reiterate the purpose he identified, ensure the

conversation has met his needs.
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Since Six Seconds’ mission is to support people to create positive change, we
see all learning as an opportunity to facilitate change.

EQ Change MAP
The process of the change
MAP

is

Engage

openness,

(build
interest,

commitment and make an
initial plan), Activate (take
baby

steps,

experiment),

pilot

projects,

Reflect

(ask

good questions, review the
results, learn).
In one debrief session you
might

go

through

process many times.

this
Your

whole session might follow this process, and you might follow this process over
the course of several weeks.
Use this map to design your debrief process and focus on helping clients make
the emotional shifts that will allow them to drive their own change. One key
point:

The feelings in the center of the model are not “bad” – they provide

valuable insight and are present for important reasons. Part of shifting to the
outer, driving, feelings requires understanding those reasons. For more on this
model, read INSIDE CHANGE.
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7. SEI Ethical Use
SEI is a Level B psychometric assessment, which means misuse can be harmful.
This section outlines some key knowledge, attitudes, and skills that will help
practitioners use the tool ethically. Please read and comply with the American
Psychological

Association

standards

for

ethical

use

(http://www.apa.org/ethics/code/index.aspx?item=12).

of

assessments

Note: the “Strengths

Report” and the Profiles are “Level A” tools that are suitable for general use.
SEI EQ Assessors will use the Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence Assessments
to assist individuals, teams, and organizations to create positive change – as
they become more effective and healthy.

Depending on their professional

qualifications, they will provide mentoring, coaching, training, and consulting
about emotional intelligence competencies, how to develop these, how to hire
for them, and how to manage people effectively using these tools.
To do so, a SEI EQ Assessor needs…
Knowledge:
Psychometrics -❐ Strengths and limitations of a self-report tool.
❐ SEI factor structure (cronbach alphas and inter-scale correlations).
❐ Predictive validity.
Ethical Use -❐ SEI clients will be give informed consent prior to use of the tool;
they will be told in writing the purpose of taking the SEI and who
will see the SEI report.
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❐ SEI clients will not be asked to nor pressured to reveal their scores
to anyone other than a Certified SEI EQ Assessor or licensed
psychologist without their prior written permission.
❐ SEI clients will be informed of the Assessor’s Privacy Policy and SEI
reports and data will be kept confidential or in accord with the
written agreement with the SEI client.
❐ SEI will only be used as one point of data in hiring process – unless
job-specific validation research is completed.
❐ SEI will not be administered without an opportunity for debrief with
a qualified SEI EQ Assessor or licensed psychologist (except the SEI
Strengths Report which is a “Level A” tool which may be used with
no debrief).
Attitude:
❐ Respectful of individuals
❐ Compassionate about feelings

Skills:
❐ Set up and administer SEI
❐ Interpret SEI profiles
❐ Individual debrief dialogue providing useful questions and suggestions
❐ Present SEI model and purpose to groups

Certification:
Do not use the SEI unless you have been instructed in the knowledge, attitude,
and skills outlined above and you understand the conditions for appropriate
use of SEI. Use of the SEI indicates your acceptance of these standards.
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8. SEI Sample Items
These examples are intended to help Certified SEI EQ Assessors be more clear
about the structure of the SEI. Two example items for each part of the model
are shown. Please note that when debriefing the SEI, it is critical to focus on
the competency – not on specific questions. The concepts in the model are not
captured by single questions, rather it is several questions working together
that provides both statistical validity and a meaningful concept.
EQ Competence

Example of item

EEL

I am conscious of my emotions even when they are not clear.
I can explain the purpose of different feelings.

RP

I can describe my own behavior accurately.
After something happens to upset me, I know what I usually think and do.

ACT

I am aware of what makes other people angry.
Before I make a decision, I try to understand my emotions.

NE

It can easily face new situations.
I can express my opinion even if others disagree with me.

EIM

When I want to achieve something, I can focus effectively.
I have what it takes to reach my goals.

EO

I turn obstacles to my advantage.
When I commit to a goal, I know I will be successful.

IE

I try not to embarrass people in front of others.
I easily talk to people whose point of view is different from mine.

PNG

I have a long-term vision for my life.
My sense of purpose helps me make the best decisions.

Success Factor

Pulse Label: Example of item

Effectiveness

Decision Making: My choices are effective.
Influence: I inspire people.

Relationships

Network: I have a strong network.
Community: I have strong, enduring friendships.

Wellbeing

Balance: I regularly sleep well.
Health: I am in excellent health.

Quality of Life

Achievement: I am achieving what I've set out to accomplish.
Satisfaction: I feel good about life.
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9. SEI Toolkit
The SEI assessments are supported with a range of resources, including:
Marketing
•

SEI overview brochure

•

SEI Toolkit brochure

•

•

SEI web pages
(6seconds.org/tools/sei)

SEI Workbook (Assessors can
duplicate for each client)

•

Guide for SEI Assessors (this
eBook)

•

EQ Action Log (goal tracking
book)

•

At the Heart of Leadership
(book)

•

Think Feel Act Cards

•

EQ Coaching Cards

•

SEI White Papers

•

SEI Intro PPT

•

SEI Cases

•

SEI sample proposal

Assessments
•

SEI Adult Version

•

SEI Profiles

•

SEI paper version

•

SEI-360 – multi-rater

•

SEI-YV – ages 7-18

•

SEI-YV paper version

Management / Assessor
•

SEI Intranet

•

SEI Online Tutorial (access
from the SEI Intranet)

•

SEI Intranet Instructions
(intranet – resources)

•

SEI Technical Manual

•

SEI Price Calculator
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Debriefing / Coaching

Training / Learning
•

Developing Human
Performance (30 hour
management program)

•

SEI Intro PPT (90 min)

•

EQ Leader (1-day)

•

Inside Path to Change (EQ &
change)

•

EQ Practitioner Certification

•

EQ Advanced Trainer
Certification
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10. FAQs
The model is all about “yourself.” What about being aware of
and managing others?
The tool we have for understanding and managing others is ourselves. If we
are masterful with our own emotions, we will be highly effective at
understanding and influencing others.
When we take full responsibility for “my side of the see-saw” then we
automatically affect others. In addition, Give Yourself is really about others – it
could be called, “give of yourself to others to form healthy and vital
relationships.” Empathy, specifically, is about relating effectively to others on
an emotional level.

Is “emotional intelligence” a valid construct?
The SEI is a statistically valid assessment with strong psychometric properties.
The assessment predicts important life outcomes such as health, quality of life,
and satisfaction with relationships.
There are many models of emotional intelligence that are valid in different
ways. The Mayer-Salovey-Caruso model is valid in the scientific community and
proves how we have an intelligence with our emotions.

We adapted and

expanded upon that to form a model that’s focused living and leading. Others
have formed models for other purposes.

11. Tips for Building EQ Competence
These tips are general guidelines to help Assessors provide feedback and input
to clients. Some of these ideas and tools are drawn from the EQ Certification
training.

1. Enhance Emotional Literacy
There are two parts to this competence: Understanding and identifying
•

Emotional Literacy is cognitive/knowledge based

•

Recognize and name feelings

•

Build vocabulary; memorize lists in categories or Plutchik model

•

Understand cause and effect

•

Use feeling words

•

Ask people about their feelings

•

Explore www.6seconds.org/feel -- use the Facebook version for a feeling
log

•

eMotion cards or feeling faces – you can create cards of your own w/
pictures from magazines etc.

•

Find someone who is good at El and talk to them

•

Make up stories about people you see
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2. Recognize Patterns
This competence requires observing your feelings and reactions to them then
seeing recurring themes. “What train are you on?”
•

Choose or Lose cards, nice to use when working in person w/ someone,
helps make it more concrete (also for EL and ACT)

•

First practice RP in retrospect – “ I felt this, I did that...” then practice to
be able to do it in real time

•

Stop and evaluate - like stop, drop and roll ;)

•

Rewind the tape and ask: what was I feeling, thinking and doing?

•

If you start to get judgmental then you will stop making accurate
observations – work to do RP without evaluating, “that’s interesting”

•

It can be easier to recognize other peoples pattern – people can RP in
spouses - framework for considering patterns

3. Apply Consequential Thinking
ACT is identifying the emotional costs/benefits as well as the tactical
costs/benefits – to you and others, both short term and long term. “Do you
want to stay on this train?”
•

ACT is about evaluation, weighing, assessing

•

Consider short and long term

•

Consider tactical and emotional
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•

Easier to do in retrospect; but ideally you apply CT before you take action

•

Every choice has both costs and benefits

•

Short/long, cost/benefit, tactical/emotional, self/others etc gets to be a
complicated matrix, so sometimes better to reflect on one dimension at a
time

•

To be proactive requires you to pause before you act (micro-pause: where
is this going to go?)

•

ACT is about building the habit of momentary pauses

•

Start out 3 times a day, take a little tiny pause at 1st to evaluate – start
with the know yourself piece then use it for ACT for a variety of outcomes

4. Navigate Emotions
Where “control” or even “manage” imply force to “fix,” Navigate is about moving
from point a to point b.
•

NE is difficult if you are not good at it

•

While we can discuss it “rationally,” fundamentally this is an emotional
process

•

Biggest issue is people wait too long, feelings become more complex and
intense

•

Second biggest issue is people try to rush past their feelings
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•

If you feel something and you don’t do anything about it, it will get
bigger and not go away

•

If you notice it when it is small, it is easier to deal with it

•

Sometimes people don’t want to take time and energy to handle
challenging feelings – but these feelings come from issues, and issues
don’t solve themselves, so pay now or pay more later

•

A lot of times people have feelings and dismiss the feelings (“I shouldn’t
feel…”) which puts them at war with themselves, which actually adds
intensity and complexity; if you are at war with yourself it is difficult to
navigate

•

Validate: Be aware (EL), then move to acceptance of it (not good or bad;
your feeling is a simple fact)

•

Explore: What is the value of it? What is it telling me?

•

Transform: Once you’ve really done the Validate and Explore, this
happens easily. What do you want to be feeling next?

•

Easiest to move between existing feelings (we always have multiple
feelings; just paying attention to one can cause a shift)

•

Go down the elevator first – reduce intensity

•

To reduce intensity:

appreciation, breathing, shifts, new perspectives,

ridiculousness, physical movement
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5. Engage Intrinsic Motivation
Intrinsic motivation exists – challenge is to tap it. Emotions are energy –
strongest emotions come from deepest commitments.
•

Ask: what is motivating you in different moments?

•

Ask: what am I concerned about here?

•

Both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can produce excitement – but for
what? Excitement of intrinsic motivation is tied to something with
implicit meaning

•

Easier to support others’ EIM if you’re operating out of EIM

•

Praise is usually extrinsic; genuine appreciation is intrinsic

•

Look at the source of the feeling and take a look at the opposite feelings;
if it is dread, despair etc look at what is the source; losing something?
Losing a core value?

•

If people could be aware of when they are violating their own core values,
it is a huge message to their choices

•

Reflect on a time when you were operating at your strongest possible self
– then think about a time when it was all wrong to you – how was your
motivation impacted?
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6. Exercise Optimism
Optimism is a learned response to challenge – and opportunity. An optimistic
response includes both thought and feeling.
•

Everyone is sometimes optimistic and sometimes pessimistic – so rather
than calling people an “optimist” or “pessimist” use “optimistic” and
“pessimistic” responses.

•

Resource: www.authentichappiness.org

•

Pessimistic feelings are questions to yourself – are you feeling hopeless?

•

Notice the voice you are using when you’re facing challenge (or success).
What are you telling yourself about PPP? (Permanence, Pervasiveness,
Power)

•

When you use the voice of pessimism challenge yourself:

•

Permanence - ask: How long will it last?

While some aspects may be

permanent, are all? I am telling myself this will go on forever – will it
really? (EG, even in death the profound feeling of grief is temporary – the
reality is permanent but the feelings change, so not permanent)
•

Pervasiveness – ask: How widespread is it? Is EVERY aspect of my life
affected?

•

Power – ask: Have I really tried everything?

What would I do next if I

could do anything?
•

TIE vs PPP
o temporary vs permanent
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o isolated vs pervasive
o effort possible vs powerless

7. Increase Empathy
There are two parts of empathy: cognitive (understanding) and emotional
(connecting).
•

Three key things: RUR...Recognizing, Understanding, Responding – in
both emotional and cognitive empathy

•

Empathy is about concern for others and what the other person is
experiencing

•

Foundation is profound respect, even love

•

With cognitive empathy you understand it, with emotional empathy you
feel it

•

Requires open up yourself to feel something

•

Gives you understanding -- you “get it”

•

If you “get it” is doesn’t matter what you say, you get it and they know it

•

You have to allow yourself to be vulnerable on some level and realize
people feelings are not dangerous

•

Ask, notice and listen to how people are feeling

•

People are sometimes scared to empathize because it might be
overwhelming so they just stick to the facts even if they know it won’t get
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the job done – they need to know it will be safe and ok to empathize – no
one has died of listening to another’s feelings
•

Empathy vs sympathy: With empathy I feel what you feel I am feeling
WITH you; with sympathy I understand it, I feel bad about it but I am not
really with you in that feeling, I am feeling FOR you and lastly Pity is more
judgmental

8. Pursue Noble Goals
There are two parts to this competence - Pursue and Noble Goals – “pursue”
means “put into action more and more” – sometimes people don’t have a Noble
Goal, but sometimes they don’t know how to pursue it.
•

A noble goal is different from Mission. Mission is something you do while
noble goal is the reason why you do. A Noble Goal is something to be.

•

Noble goals are for the benefit of others, and go beyond your lifetime

•

A mission is something you do(the what) and a noble goal is why you do
it

•

You do it all the time and is has to be something you do at work and at
home

•

A NG is how you show up in the world it is the difference between doing
and being
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•

Do you do emotional intelligence or are you emotionally intelligent? (EG:
guy who hates job finds purpose in mentoring others so that becomes a
part of his NG)

•

One opportunity is to look at our attitude in the things we do not enjoy
such as taxes, chores, cleaning etc and find some greater purpose
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www.6seconds.org

Six Seconds is a global network supporting people to create positive change everywhere, all the time. We teach the skills of emotional intelligence to fill
the "missing link" needed for people to become more aware, intentional, and
purposeful, so our vision is that:
By 2039, 1 billion people will be practicing the skills of emotional intelligence.
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